PROTOCOL
of the Meeting from December 17, 1994 on Consideration of
Issues of Improvement of Cooperation in Providing Mail and
Communication Services

In the course of discussions, the following issues were considered:

1. On the situation around reciprocal payments for mail and communication services and the ways of their improvement. Agreed is the debt amount of communications enterprises of Pridnestrovie to:

   Moldtelekom – 5495 lei
   Post of Moldova – 2818 lei.

   Financial structures of both Sides are required to find the way to carry out payment.
   This question being unresolved poses the work of communications means and subscription to newspapers and magazines on the territory of Pridnestrovie in extremely complicated situation.

2. On permission to use communications channels via Odessa-Tiraspol cable

   A decision is adopted between the Ministry of Communications of the Republic of Moldova and the Ministry of Communications of Ukraine to study the make use of communication channels of the specified line in emergency situations in accordance with existing Agreement within the Regional Commonwealth in the field of Communications.

3. On carrying out subscription in the Republic of Moldova to Pridnestrovian periodicals and its realization through distribution network and issuance of a permit to carry out subscription by direct contracts.

   Resolved: that the Ministry of Communications will consider the question of issuing a permit to carry out subscription by direct contracts with editorial offices of the corresponding publishing houses.

   To enable distribution of periodicals of Pridnestrovie throughout the Republic of Moldova, editorials are required to submit application to the State Enterprise Post of Moldova for registration in the catalogue of subscription periodicals.

   Further consideration was given to the involvement of representatives of the Office of Communications of Pridnestrovie in consultations of the Ministry of Communications of the Republic of Moldova, in regional and international events in the field of communications.

   To consider it expedient to establish a working group on examination of the issue of
improving structure and forms of management of communications sector in Pridnestrovie, with the aim to bring it closer to international recommendations in the field of communications industry.
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